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Dear Prospective Student,

A scholar is someone who has a continual inquiry for learning

and this is what we nurture when students join our learning

programmes. At Young Scholarz, we believe that nothing is

binary and that anyone can improve at anything if they are

able to identify their areas of weakness and are given the

right tools. With this as our guiding principle, we work

towards a mission of equipping students with lifelong

learning strategies that prepare them for school, university

and beyond.

We are hugely experienced and passionate teachers offering

uniquely curated, customised and wide ranging teaching

programs to prepare students to score excellently in their

exams and also to transition from school to university with

confidence. Our students initially come to seek academic

guidance to bridge gaps in their learning but ultimately

 leave with a deep understanding of how English Language

and Literature particularly, underpin many other academic

subjects. 

We teach with a systematic structured approach and

students see an improvement in all aspects of their learning.

Whether you choose to become a banker a scientist or an

artist - every which way all professions benefit from an

appreciation of the written word. Many students join us at

grade 8 and are supported by us till grade 12, successfully

graduating to become part of a dynamic alumni community

of life-long learners. We provide platforms to discuss career

opportunities, helpful resources for professional growth, as

well as encouraging collaborations. 

I hope you will be a Young Scholar with us and allow us to be

part of your Lifelong Learning Journey!

WELCOME

<insert Sunita’s signature>

SUNITA SHARMA
Founder and Coach

Young Scholarz



OUR MISSION

Our mission is to empower students

with lifelong learning strategies that

prepare them for school, university and

beyond.

OUR VISION

Our vision is to build an international

educational community that furthers

students’ growth and personal success.

OUR CORE VALUES

EXCELLENCE: We provide excellence

in quality across all aspects of our

teaching.

INTEGRITY: We build trusting

relationships with members of our

community and operate with integrity at

all times.

CONTINUOUS LEARNING: We foster an

environment of continuous learning

and remain committed to constantly

improving our quality and services.

ADAPTABILITY: We stay agile and

work with a sense of urgency to adapt

to changing circumstances.



OUR APPROACH

We teach, not tutor. We

help students attain a

deeper understanding of

what is being taught and

apply that universally.

Students enroll with us from

Grade 8  and continue until

university and beyond. We

help prepare them towards

achieving long term goals,

rather than only short-term

achievements .

LIFELONG LEARNING

We offer a rich learning

experience  due to our

diverse academic and

professional experience in

fields such as  Biochemistry,

Chartered Accountancy and

Scriptwriting. Our classes

adopt a systematic approach

and are relevant, engaging

and allow for cross-subject

application.

DISTINCITIVE 
INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH

We assess each student's

needs individually and

encourage them to be part

of group lessons to learn

core subject techniques

and strategy. 1:1 sessions

tackle specific academic

problem areas and

consolidate learning,

helping the student be

more confident to achieve

higher grades.

HYBRID MODEL OF 1:1
AND GROUP CLASSES

Whether group or 1:1 sessions,

we offer extensive regular

question and exam practice

giving detailed feedback

through a framework of

rigorous individual marking

followed with regular

communication and 

 informative webinars for

parents  

CURATED COURSES WITH
DETAILED FEEDBACK



OUR TEACHING
METHODOLOGY

We teach a hybrid model of solo and regular timetabled group classes (currently

online) and following an individual assessment of needs , we generally recommend

that students start their learning in a group class and once core theory has been

understood , group sessions  can be complemented with solo classes to consolidate

learning and address any specific concerns . 

Regular subject sessions are supplemented with additional focussed bootcamps

such as specific literature texts , SAT/ ACT  coaching , classes for those new to Young

Scholarz and needing to transition between grades or writing personal essays for

university! 

We curate study plans to address the whole academic syllabus , splitting subjects

into smaller modules for a targeted approach to learning . We have developed

effective strategies which apply the structured , formulaic techniques required for

maths and science to the subjective nature of language to achieve consistently

excellent results .

By uniquely  applying mathematical , systematic and analytical learning methods to

essay based subjects , conducting intensive exam practice sessions followed up with   

detailed , tailored feedback on each student ’s assignment , we coach on where and

exactly HOW to improve .



PRE-IGCSE
Grades 6-8

Pre-IGCSE English Literature

Pre-IGCSE English Language

The subjects we teach are

IGCSE
Grades 9-10

English Language

World Literature

Literature in English

Pearson Edexcel English Literature

Economics

Business Studies

French - Foreign Language

Spanish - Foreign Language

German - Foreign Language

Psychology

Some of the subjects we teach are

The subject lessons are tailored towards both CIE

and Edexcel students to help them ace their exams. 

OUR PROGRAMMES



IB 
Grades 11-12

IB English Language & Literature

IB English Literature

IB Economics

IB Business Management

IB Psychology

IB French

IB German

IB Spanish

Theory of Knowledge (ToK)

Extended Essay (EE)

IB subjects we teach for both SL and HL students:

OUR PROGRAMMES

Uni & Beyond
PSAT - English

SAT- English

ACT - English

GRE - English

GMAT- English

University Admission Essays (US and UK specific)

Resume Review

Interview Coaching

Our support continues for our students as they

prepare for their first college degree and their first

job. Some of the services we offer are: 



Paper Marking
Young Scholarz provides expert marking

and feedback on IB / IGCSE exam papers

and PSAT/ SAT/ ACT/ GRE/ GMAT essays.

Unless you know where you have gone

wrong and how to improve, your practice

efforts will be ineffective. Thankfully, we

can mark your papers and provide

extremely detailed feedback that is

invaluable and will help you get the

grades you want!

To know more about our paper marking

services, please visit

https://youngscholarz.com/paper-

marking/ 

ACADEMIC Counselling
As a parent and/or student, you can book

a solo session with our Founder and

Coach, Sunita Sharma, to discuss

academic needs, career choices and

general education concerns. 

Sunita has counselled and supported

over 500 students in the past 13 years

and being a parent herself, is

experienced and aware of the

competitive and challenging nature of

education.

ADDITIONAL SERVICES



Weekly Structured Classes
We run weekly group classes

through the whole academic year.

These classes are designed to teach

core topics and strategies, bridge

learning gaps, and ensure the exam

syllabus’ are fully mastered.

Students who attend these classes

are provided with detailed feedback

on their in-class assignments and

homework.

TYPES OF CLASSES

1:1 Personalized Sessions
Individual classes are suggested for

new students, to devise a suitable

study plan. Following attendance at

relevant group sessions, further solo

classes are encouraged, particularly

nearer to exam dates, for students

to consolidate their learning and

address any specific weak areas in

order to optimize performance.

Intensive Exam Prep Classes
Leading up to exams, we hold

intensive exam preparation  classes

where students learn exam

strategies and practice full-length

papers. Marking of these papers is

included as a part of the classes. We

teach them where and how they

can improve to ensure they ace

their exams!

Transition Programme
Before a student begins the new

academic year, we support them

with classes during the holidays.

These classes are ideal for students

who are progressing from Grade 9

to Grade 10 and are looking to sit

for their first board exams, or for

those transitioning from IGCSE to IB

(Grades 10 to 11) or between

education systems.

Workshops
The sessions often held during

school holidays, are aligned to the

needs of the academic calendar.

Offering supplementary language

and literature workshops, catering

to specific topics and texts, these

classes are ideal for students who

missed classes or need revision/

teaching of specific areas of study.

BOOTCAMPS
Bootcamps are unique enrichment

classes that support a student’s

journey beyond Grade 12. These

include developing skills such as

internship applications, resume

writing, interview practice or simply

guidance through the academic

journey. These can be either 1:1 or as

a group session.



SUNITA SHARMA
Founder and CEO

MEET 
OUR FOUNDER

“My aim is a simple one. I would like to share with
you what I know and learn more about what I don’t.
How you use it will be your choice, but I will have
tried my very best”.

Sunita Sharma, the Founder of Young Scholarz, is driven

by the belief that the future can be shaped in

whichever way we choose to imagine it and a sound

educational foundation coupled with the right

encouragement, can definitely allow everyone to

achieve their goals. The determination to help students

find and build upon their strengths to emerge as

qualified, confident young adults is the driving force of

her dedication and commitment as an educator and

influencer.

Assuming the role of a full-time Mentor and

Professional Educator in Singapore in 2008, Sunita has

taught in excess of 30,000 hours and successfully

nurtured and supported hundreds of students, from

their high school years to university applications, across

the globe. As an academic coach, she is well known for

her unique methodology and specializes in teaching

English Language and Literature at IGCSE, IB, SAT and

GRE levels. Her diverse academic background,

experience and knowledge lend themselves to

seamlessly support students across their education and

additionally extend to subjects such as Economics,

Business Studies, French and Accounting.



SUNITA SHARMA
English and French Teacher

MEET 
OUR TEACHERS

HENY MORRIS
Economics Teacher

JESSIKA SUAREZ
Spanish Teacher

PETRA SHARMA
German and Psychology Teacher

Read more about our teachers on

www.youngscholarz.com/teachers

http://www.youngscholarz.com/teachers


"Hi Sunita, this is just amazing! I am asking myself why I
didn't send my son earlier to you. You are too good, my
son is so happy with the way you have corrected his
mistakes and feels that you can guide him thoroughly.
He said that in his school, his teacher says 'very nice' to
everything. How I wish, every school has teachers like
you. Thanks a lot."

STUDENT STORIES

98%
Score A’s and A*s 

in their IGCSE

95%
Score 7s in their IBs



youngscholarz.office@gmail.com

EMAIL

+65 82281164

PHONE NUMBER

www.youngscholarz.com

WEBSITE

The Waterside, 
Tanjong Rhu Road, 
Singapore 436896

ADDRESS

CONTACT US


